Tips for potential commissioners!
Faith welcomes the opportunity to create new sculpture to commission for individuals and companies.

Sculpture for the home and garden
Faith can create new sculptures for private homes and gardens tailored to your requirements.
Previous clients have included barristers, solicitors, accountants, teachers, journalists, footballers, hairdressers,
caterers, administrators, designers, musicians, and playwrights.
Why commission a new piece of artwork?
• For a totally unique gift for someone special, a birthday, anniversary or other celebration.
• To compliment an interior design for your home, or make a special feature in the garden.

Sculpture for the workplace
Faith works with companies to create unique artworks for their business premises.
Previous clients have included Weatherspoons, Bruntwood property developers, Vertex group (Utilities), Opal student
housing group, Nuffield private hospitals.

Why commission a new piece of artwork?
•
•
•
•

Faiths work brings interest, colour and texture to a neutral space.
Sculpture helps set the tone, instantly communicating a message about your company to visitors and colleagues.
It improves the overall quality and experience of the working environment for staff and visitors alike.
Reflect your company identity in the board room, meeting spaces, reception areas, staff restaurants, outdoor
spaces.

Tips for prospective commissioners
1. Consider where your new sculpture might be sited and best format?
e.g. indoor, outdoor, freestanding, wall mounted or suspended
Completely 3D sculpture - so you can walk right round it, great in larger open areas
Wall mounted 3D relief panels - suitable for more limited spaces or corridors
Suspended pieces - statement piece for an entrance, atrium, reception with high ceilings or a stairwell

2. Consider the size for a sculpture in that position
e.g. to fill a gap above a doorway, suspended in a stairwell, standing in a corner of a room.

3.Any specific ideas or themes to incorporate?
e.g. wall sculpture about food for a dining room, dancing couple for a dance enthusiast, or reflect your companies
ethos or activity.
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Materials & Finish
Sculptures are built with a strong inner framework which is packed out and then clad with fibreglass resin.
The fibreglass resin can be produced in a wide range of colour, stone or metal finishes.
Faith can discuss choices with you.

Cost
Price is dependent on the scale and complexity of the piece and the materials used. Commissions start from £500.

How to Order
After discussing your requirements Faith will prepare a quote, with a basic design drawing and size, finish details.
If you are happy with the price a deposit will be payable before work is started.
Depending on the scale of the commission a contract may also be issued.
Faith will give you a target date for completion.
Let her know if you need it in time for a specific date.
The balance is usually payable on completion of the sculpture.
Cost of packing & carriage is additional.
Collection of completed work may be arranged from the studio in Liverpool.
Shipping costs payable outside the UK. Quote on application.
Advice on installation and after care will be provided.
A signed certificate of authenticity will be issued on completion.

Interested?
Call or email Faith to discuss your ideas or if you prefer let her suggest something.
Studio visits can be arranged by appointment.
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